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COMMUNICATION

OCNI is the voice of the
Canadian Nuclear

Supply Chain, but we
perform this as a

dialogue. OCNI provides
direct communication to

political leaders;
introductions to NPPs

worldwide; and facilitates
member discussions to
understand your needs.

Expand your nuclear
knowledge and stay
current with updates

from suppliers &
utilities. Attend

exclusive  Supplier Day
Events, Business

Development seminars,
trade missions, industry

partner showcases,
OCNI Townhalls!  

OCNI offers discounted
member rates for

events, opportunity for
member awards,

promotion through
member spotlight, 
 member referral
programs to earn

membership credit,
membership swag, and

much more! 

ACCESS. GROWTH. EXPOSURE. 

Since its inception in 1979, OCNI has actively promoted the production of safe,
clean, and reliable nuclear energy, as well as supported the growing needs of
the industry by offering a wide range of initiatives and benefits. OCNI is an
association of more than 220 leading suppliers of the nuclear industry in
Canada and the international marketplace. 

Let us show you what the OCNI membership
can do for you and your business.

WHO WE ARE

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

EVENTS REWARDS



WWW.OCNI.CA

MEMBER PORTALMEMBER FEATURESMEMBER FEATURESMEMBER FEATURES

Visit www.ocni.ca for the full list of our membership options.

For more information on how to join OCNI

contact: hello@ocni.ca.

OCNI takes pride in being a focal point for industrial collaboration on matters that

are of vital importance to its members and the nuclear community. By becoming a

member, you are not only expanding OCNI’s network, but you will have gained

opportunities to share your company's services with more than 220 businesses and

access a wide range of initiatives and benefits. With this membership, you are

continuing to support OCNI’s efforts to grow as a radiant, inclusive, and responsible

association, dedicated to advancing the success of the nuclear industry.

Exclusive connections,
references and features

DIRECTORY 
A valuable industry
networking resource 

Easily post job ads to our
exclusive member job board!

JOB BOARD
 

Eligibility to exhibit at OCNI tradeshows 
Company listing in OCNI’s online directory with a full
business profile and direct link to company website 
Company use of OCNI’s member logo
Members exclusive information available through
President’s Reports
Monthly newsletters with industry updates,
highlights & upcoming events so you never miss out
Eligible to access federal government funding (CxA)
for approved international missions 

JOIN & BECOME A MEMBER TODAY
STRONG & INNOVATIVE LEADERSHIP


